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From the Canadian Rockies to the Panamanian jungle, Motorcycle Therapy rumbles with comic

adventure as two men, fleeing failed relationships, test the limits of their motorcycles and their

friendship. Join the horn-honking, signal-flashing, wheelie-popping pair as they endure painful

bee stings, painful snakebites and (when they talk to girls) painful humiliation. Even if you hate

reading, motorcycles and travel books, you'll love reading this motorcycle travel book.

About the AuthorFirst and foremost, Jeremy Kroeker is a culinary idiot. Born in 1973 in the

Mennonite Mecca of Steinbach, Manitoba, he immigrated to the Canadian Rockies and

Canmore, Alberta where he discovered that certainty of knowledge is guarded by a hedge of

insanity. But, mostly he just eats a lot of canned soup. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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MOTORCYCLE THERAPYA Canadian Adventure in Central America By Jeremy Kroeker©

Copyright 2006 Jeremy KroekerFor Grandma Helen Kroeker, who understood me.And for the

rest of my family, who never understand but love me anyway.“Well, I want to go to South

America.”“Listen, Robert, going to another country doesn’t make any difference. I’ve tried all

that. You can’t get away from yourself by moving from one place to another. There’s nothing to

that.” - The Sun Also Rises, Ernest HemingwayIntroductionIn essence, this is the story of

friendship, discovery and reconciliation. Well, that, and what follows when a depressed man

spends an entire winter watching the National Geographic Channel.Looking back, I can’t tell

you how I envisioned that a motorcycle trip from Canmore, Alberta (an hour west of Calgary) to

Central or South America would solve my problems. Maybe I hoped to break the inertia my life

had developed, to let adventure breathe vitality into a heart that no longer really cared. Maybe

that’s what I wanted. But that’s not what I got. I got something far more valuable… and

unsettling. Of course, I didn’t know any of this at the time. I only knew one thing. I needed to

ride.Like every manly adventure (especially ones involving motorcycles, poor planning and

high risk of personal injury), this one started with a girl. To thinly disguise her identity, I’ve

changed her name to Susan. I wanted to call her Sauron, after the dark lord from Tolkien’s Lord

of the Rings, but some mutual friends suggested that might be overstating things a bit.Susan

spent an entire year trying to coax me into saying “I love you” for the first time in my life, and I

finally did. I meant it, too. She never actually shouted “SUCKER!” at me as she drove off with

another guy shortly thereafter, but it was implied.If the best year of my life began when I kissed

her for the first time, then the worst year of my life began when I kissed her goodbye.But it

wasn’t all her fault. I had recently quit my job and moved to Canmore for the ice climbing

season, an activity that provided solace for me following the difficult breakup. However, within

weeks of moving, I sustained an ankle injury while hiking that put me on the couch for the rest

of the winter. Suddenly, I had a sturdy tripod of injury, boredom and loneliness on which to

display the hollow shell of my heart.From my living room window, I watched the snowline move

down the mountains and retreat again in the spring. Ice climbs formed, ripened and vanished

as I huddled before the cold, blue glow of my television.By early summer, my “tripod of misery”

– like the ice – began to crack and falter. My ankle would soon heal and I suppressed boredom

by getting a job.My loneliness, however, proved stubborn and adaptive. It evolved from a sharp

pain to a dull ache that at once filled me and pressed against me, making every breath I drew

an act of volition. Loneliness fed on my inertia and grew stronger as the summer dragged on.

But if I had learned anything from watching ninja movies all winter, I had learned this: a

successful warrior uses his opponent’s strength to defeat him.With loneliness comes a certain

freedom. Freedom enables mobility and independence. There. I had a new tripod. And what

embodies these three elements better than a motorcycle? I formulated a simple, ambiguous

plan – to ride south and live happily ever after.What the plan lacked in specifics I made up for

with enthusiasm, rushing out to find a motorcycle just two months prior to my proposed

departure. I bought a used 2001 Kawasaki KLR 650, chosen on the merits of its large capacity

fuel tank, cost efficiency and simplicity of design. The bike operates on technology developed

in the 1980s, which makes it easy to repair with a hammer and duct tape in the rare event of

mechanical failure. This particular machine had 9,000 kilometres on the odometer and had

already taken its former owner into the wilds of Alaska. In other words, it had far more

experience than I did.Now, the KLR is neither handsome nor particularly smooth to ride. The

engineers responsible for its design possibly took their cues from a pneumatic jackhammer. It



looks like a big green and silver dirt bike and finds itself equally at home on dirt trails and the

highway. That is to say, it does everything reasonably well, but nothing particularly well. It is too

heavy for off-road use, and too tall and light for highway comfort. Still, for this trip, it was the

right machine.Almost as an afterthought, I decided to find a travel partner. The ideal

companion would have Spanish skills, mechanical aptitude and experience with travel and

motorcycles. He would be optimistic, easy-going and, with only one month remaining before I

set out, extremely impulsive. In short, I needed a yang to balance my yin. With such highly

specific criteria, only three names came to mind. I fired off some e-mails and one man

responded. I’d met Trevor Martens ten years back while travelling in Austria and, while I didn’t

know him all that well, we had kept up sporadic contact over the years. He met most of my

criteria, but what made him the perfect and perfectly eager travel partner was this: his girlfriend

had just dumped him.And so, as Trevor frantically juggled obligations at work in Manitoba with

shopping for his own motorcycle, I rode from Canmore to my big send-off in Calgary. Several

friends gathered in a suburban back alley of the city’s northwest to wish me well. Tolerating my

nervous laughter, they offered hugs and handshakes while posing for group photos with the

brave hero and the imposing motorcycle that glistened in the sun. The machine roared to life

with the push of a button and I revved the engine for dramatic effect. Everyone stood back to

let me pass in this, my moment of shining glory.I revved the engine again and waved goodbye.

Then I decided to make a quick, last minute adjustment to my gear. Forgetting to lower the

kickstand, I hopped off the bike and it crashed onto its side. It took three of us to hoist the

heavily laden bike back onto its wheels. The group disbanded in awkward silence as I dug out

my toolkit to repair my clutch and shift levers.So began my journey to Central America.PART

1October 10Riding east from Alberta through the Canadian prairies when Central America is

clearly south might not make the most geographic sense, but that’s what I did – after fixing the

bike’s clutch and shift levers. Along the way, people often asked me where I was headed. In the

grand scheme of things, I had no clear idea. Usually, just to see their reaction, I’d say,

“Guatemala.” Then I’d strap up my helmet and continue east along the Trans-Canada

Highway.Really, I had two primary destinations in mind. First, since my mom believed that this

trip would be my last earthly task, I needed to see her and my dad in Saskatchewan. The visit

provided my dad with the opportunity to join me on the trip, at least for a few hours. After I’d

said goodbye to my mother, he rode beside me on his 1982 Honda CB750 Custom, finally

turning around as I headed farther east to my second destination: Boissevain, Manitoba, to

meet Trevor, my companion for the next 14 weeks.I wore every layer of clothing I had with me,

except for my swimming trunks, and I still froze on the ride from Saskatchewan to Trevor’s farm.

My neck ached from straining against a strong side wind, my knees throbbed with a dull pain,

and my eardrums buzzed as if the howl of the wind had become trapped in my head.

Fortunately, I knew how to suffer – I was an ice climber. Still, my enthusiasm to ride took a

beating and I wondered if I could cope with that level of discomfort on a daily basis. Also, I

found myself missing, rather, longing for the girl I’d impulsively begun a relationship with just

one month before setting out on the trip. I second-guessed my decision to leave her, but by this

time I was fully committed. And, anyway, it was convenient to miss her. It sure beat thinking

about Susan. 
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1October 10Riding east from Alberta through the Canadian prairies when Central America is

clearly south might not make the most geographic sense, but that’s what I did – after fixing the

bike’s clutch and shift levers. Along the way, people often asked me where I was headed. In the

grand scheme of things, I had no clear idea. Usually, just to see their reaction, I’d say,

“Guatemala.” Then I’d strap up my helmet and continue east along the Trans-Canada

Highway.Really, I had two primary destinations in mind. First, since my mom believed that this

trip would be my last earthly task, I needed to see her and my dad in Saskatchewan. The visit

provided my dad with the opportunity to join me on the trip, at least for a few hours. After I’d

said goodbye to my mother, he rode beside me on his 1982 Honda CB750 Custom, finally

turning around as I headed farther east to my second destination: Boissevain, Manitoba, to

meet Trevor, my companion for the next 14 weeks.I wore every layer of clothing I had with me,

except for my swimming trunks, and I still froze on the ride from Saskatchewan to Trevor’s farm.
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Fortunately, I knew how to suffer – I was an ice climber. Still, my enthusiasm to ride took a

beating and I wondered if I could cope with that level of discomfort on a daily basis. Also, I

found myself missing, rather, longing for the girl I’d impulsively begun a relationship with just

one month before setting out on the trip. I second-guessed my decision to leave her, but by this

time I was fully committed. And, anyway, it was convenient to miss her. It sure beat thinking

about Susan. I pulled into Trevor’s driveway and parked beside the mirror image of my bike.

Apparently, Trevor had purchased the identical make, model and year of motorcycle so that we

could carry fewer parts between us. That’s a farmer’s logic for you.I eagerly dismounted my

machine, removed my helmet and turned to face the biggest Rottweiler I’d ever seen. The

slavering beast eyed me intently from the back of a pickup truck, quietly licking its chops as if in

anticipation of a wonderful meal. It’s the quiet dogs that worry me.Before I could actually pass

out in fear, the front door of the house blew open and Trevor tumbled outside to greet me with a

flurry of playful punches and smart-ass comments. Meanwhile, the dog leapt from the truck,

tripping over itself with enthusiasm, and nearly bowled me over by affectionately leaning its full

weight against my thighs.“You remember Daisy?” asked Trevor. “She looks mean, but she’s a

big suck.”Trevor looked just as I remembered him from years ago, except that his straight blond

hair had been trimmed to fit neatly under his dirty baseball cap. He was tall and lanky, but



strong. Prominent, thick eyebrows guarded dark, sunken eyes – giving him a simian

appearance when he was confused, and an intense, serious look at most other times. A strong

jaw provided the anchor for his facial features, tipping the scales decidedly towards the

description “ruggedly handsome.”As for me, my wavy brown hair was pressed against my head

from wearing a helmet all day and hung like a curtain in front of my blue eyes and broad nose.

Normally, literary license might allow me to use the word “handsome” in my own description,

but at that moment “dishevelled” fit much better.Trevor and I went inside and talked excitedly

late into the night about old times and new adventures.October 18We spent a few days at

Trevor's farm gazing out of his kitchen window into thick, cold fog and making some last-minute

preparations. Trevor overhauled his carburetor, installed a new drive chain and sprockets,

welded a luggage rack for his bike and created some highway pegs for my machine while I

stood around, alternately poking Trevor and my motorbike with my index finger. I played with

Daisy a bit, too.When it came time to inventory our tools and spare parts, Trevor noticed that I

had purchased the wrong drive chain in Calgary. Trevor’s mom agreed to mail it back to the

dealer for a refund, but we’d have to buy another chain somewhere along the way. Eventually

the fog lifted. Trevor and I bundled ourselves against the elements with an impressive collection

of winter apparel, none of which was designed for motorcycle riding (with the exception of

Trevor’s outer jacket). Trevor’s parents filmed our awkward departure as we rolled along the

farm’s gravel driveway. We turned left onto the highway, pointing our machines south and

accelerating hard towards the sun. The very next day I wore jeans and a T-shirt on the ride

through South Dakota, and for the first time in my life I didn’t wear a helmet. The wind sucked

the moisture from my eyes and pinned my hair back, exposing my pale forehead to the sun like

an egg in an incubator. I fail to understand the affinity dogs have for sticking their heads out of

moving vehicles. To alleviate discomfort, I wore a bandanna on my head and another one over

my face, effectively destroying the cool biker image Peter Fonda had established in Easy

Rider.Trevor and I rode side by side. As I looked over to give him a big “thumbs-up,” the wind

ripped the sunglasses from my face. The glasses fluttered through the air, landing perfectly in

the wheel rut of an approaching vehicle, which swerved to miss them. I put my helmet back on

at the next stop.Apart from that, we basically travelled 600 uneventful kilometres down Highway

83, the longest highway in North America (according to a greasy placemat that I saw in a

roadside diner). We rode into the night and pitched our tent in a grass field behind a little truck

stop north of Pierre, South Dakota.The atmosphere of giddy excitement and high adventure

within the nylon walls of Trevor's tent reminded me of my first campout as a little boy in my

parents’ back yard. Trevor and I lay in our sleeping bags, comparing notes about our first day,

finally laughing ourselves to sleep when we discovered that we had each been honking at

every animal and most people that we’d passed since leaving home.October 19I’ll wager that

even Lewis and Clark had difficulty thinking of something to say about Nebraska and Kansas.

We rolled past a looping backdrop of corn, farms and pheasants. At least the monotony gave

us a chance to think about our heading.To escape the wrath of winter, Trevor and I had ridden

south as directly as possible. Suddenly, we faced our first specific decision. I wanted to rip

through Mexico along the east coast, and Trevor wanted to leisurely explore the west. Following

a short debate, we decided to ride west. After spending the night in Liberal, Kansas in a cheap

hotel, we left southbound Highway 83. Highway 54 angled southwest through the semi-arid,

undulating grassland of the Oklahoma panhandle, cut through the vast expanse of

northwestern Texas, and delivered us finally to Santa Rosa, New Mexico.One more day of

riding in sweltering heat brought us back to Texas and into the concrete jungle of El Paso,

perched on the US-Mexican border.October 21Trevor and I had left Canada with enough spare



parts to build a motorcycle from scratch. Unfortunately, the bike would have been remarkably

dissimilar to the ones we had.You make certain assumptions when you buy parts from a

dealer. Never mind that the monkey behind the counter is some high school punk working

weekends so he can get discounts on body armour. When you ask for a chain and oil filter for a

2001 Kawasaki KLR 650, you don’t expect to receive a chain and oil filter for a 1967 Harley

Davidson. You just take your merchandise, fork over billions of dollars, and walk away feeling

like you’ve been violated, but at least confident that you have the correct parts.Of course, this

confidence is completely unwarranted. The kid does not care that the success of your trip

across Central America, and perhaps your personal safety, depends on having the right

equipment to repair your machine. He cares about the girl in the showroom trying on seat-less

leather chaps.Suffice it to say, the chain and oil filters I bought in Canada were incorrect. We

had caught the problem with the chain in Canada, but we only noticed that I had the wrong

filters now because Trevor needed to buy some spares. When I pulled out my filters to check

the part number, it became evident that they would not fit my engine. We found a large bike

shop in El Paso called Edge Motorsports, and purchased the chain. Still, they didn’t stock the

oil filters we needed, nor did any other bike shop in the city.Furthermore, Trevor needed to find

protective guards for his brake and shift levers. He made several phone calls and forays into

the city to look for the guards to no avail before an Edge employee offered to sell Trevor the

guards from his personal bike.We followed Javier to his house when he got off work, after

receiving best wishes and two shirts emblazoned with the Edge Motorsports logo from the

shop owners. We worked late into the night at Javier's place, switching the bark busters from

one bike to another. Well, Trevor and Javier worked late; I held the flashlight and drank 7-

Up.October 22Our entire trip budget consisted of a meagre 4,000 Canadian dollars, and every

day we spent in the States eroded our financial resources. Feeling rushed by our limited funds,

and yet ill-prepared to enter Mexico, we paid for another night at the motel in El Paso, adding to

our stress.Perhaps it was for the best. While riding to Javier’s place, I noticed that my drive

chain had become increasingly noisy and in constant need of adjustment. I knew that I’d have

to replace it at some point on the trip, but I had no idea it would be so soon.Whenever you

replace the chain on a bike, you should also replace both sprockets, but I figured I could do

that before lunch and then hang out at the mall. I tend to be uncharacteristically optimistic

about my ability to perform mechanical repairs.I parked my bike on the shady side of the hotel

parking lot for the project. Stuffing my backpack under the bike’s frame to elevate the rear

wheel, I removed the wheel and sprocket, sawed through the riveted chain with a hacksaw, and

fought for nearly an hour to install the new chain as the blazing sun eroded my precious

shade.I worked alone while Trevor laboured on the phone. He needed to find a chiropractor to

take the edge off his back pain – pain that had become more acute since our trip had begun.

Between phone calls to various chiropractors, he placed several calls to bike shops in an effort

to locate our elusive oil filters.Occasionally I’d drop my tools and sprint up the stairs to our

room in a sweaty panic, barraging Trevor with questions in a greasy, wide-eyed frenzy of

mechanical ignorance. He patiently answered my questions, effectively walking me through the

extremely simple job.Before rushing off to his chiropractor appointment, Trevor arranged for a

bike dealer in Las Cruces, New Mexico to ship some oil filters to us. We rode to the bus depot

in the evening to see if they had arrived. They had, but they were the same wrong filters that I’d

bought in Calgary. Apparently, the Kawasaki parts website contained an error (all apologies to

teenaged parts department monkeys).Trevor quickly called the shop in Las Cruces and caught

the parts manager in the process of locking up for night. After explaining our predicament, we

shipped the wrong filters back COD and had another four sent to us. The correct filters arrived



late at night. We had been on the road for four days, stuck and under stress for two more, and

we hadn’t even entered Mexico yet.October 23While Trevor frantically packed and repacked his

gear, I reviewed the border checklist in my head. I had the requisite paperwork and copies of

every document. I’d memorized a few Spanish phrases: “Please don’t shoot me” and “We’re not

travelling together.” I felt prepared for the worst.After half an hour of navigation along

labyrinthine super highways that streaked through the sky, we killed our engines and coasted

up to the border. I removed my helmet, careful not to make any sudden movements. The guard

looked genuinely annoyed as he motioned for me to keep moving. Just like that, we found

ourselves in the chaos of Juarez – breathing Mexican exhaust, covered in Mexican dust, and

dodging Mexican traffic. Diesel smoke burned my eyes as I searched for signs to lead us out of

the city along Highway 45. Failing to find any, we navigated by instinct and soon found the open

road heading south through sandy plains of sage brush and dry grass. I thought of the frigid

beauty of the Canadian Rockies and marvelled that it had taken just a week of riding to enter a

country so vastly different from mine.For 30 kilometres we paralleled a barbed-wire fence with

closely spaced, twisted fence posts fashioned from thorny branches before encountering the

real border. We parked the bikes, gathered our papers and went inside to deal with customs. It

only took us an hour to get our visas and temporary import permits.“Well, we’re in Mexico,” said

Trevor.“And we rode here,” I added with a little pride.We arrived in Chihuahua as the sun kissed

the horizon, desperate to find sanctuary before dark. In our frantic search we stopped at the

first motel we saw on the edge of town.The proprietor approached us before we could

dismount our bikes. Two women followed: the younger, more attractive woman clutched the

arm of the other with a defensive but curious look about her. Her eyes locked onto me as the

strange trio approached.I removed my helmet to address the male manager.“How much?” I

asked in Spanish.“140 pesos,” he replied, “for six hours.” I looked at Trevor. It sounded like he’d

said 140 pesos for six hours. Now, why would we pay for six hours? That would only give us

until midnight.“How much for the entire night?” I persisted.“That’s not possible,” the manager

said. “Only six hours.”Of course, to the streetwise traveller, it would have been apparent what

sort of motel this was. Even the name suggested what we, two naïve boys from the Canadian

prairies, were slowly beginning to understand: the Mirage Motel, with its flashing pink and blue

neon sign and private parking stalls, was a den of the sexually damned. That explained the

salacious stare of the moderately attractive girl, who now stood uncomfortably close to me, and

why she kept getting closer.We felt our innocence ebbing away with every moment and opted

for a hasty retreat, but my bike wouldn’t start. Like zombies from a bad movie, the unholy trio

crept closer and closer as I tried to engage the engine. Trevor had to give me a push to start

the bike and we fatalistically sped into the black heart of the city to meet certain peril.The

streets became darker, busier, and our stress levels began to spike. Then Trevor spotted a low-

budget hotel. He guarded the bikes while I inspected the room, but realistically, as long as I

found no dead hookers on the floor, it would do just fine. The manager let us wheel our bikes

inside the hotel for the night.While Trevor showered, I fixed the problem with my starter. It must

have been a simple loose connection because, just when I had exhausted my mechanical

resourcefulness by jiggling a bunch of wires, the problem disappeared.October 24The day

began with a quick stop at a tourist office. The bubble-headed tourist representative gave us

obsolete maps and instructed us to ride many kilometres against opposing traffic on a one-way

street. When we discovered the subtle flaw in her directions we pulled over to scour our maps

for an alternative route, quickly discovering that her plan, though highly dangerous and illegal,

certainly smacked of efficiency. We took her advice, much to the dismay of local

motorists.Breaking free of the city, we followed a smooth black road that shimmered in the dry



heat from Chihuahua to Hidalgo del Parral. Red stone walls slashed through a landscape of

buttes and conical hills with the linear precision of surgical incisions, delineating one pasture

from another. Short, billowy trees, like balls of green cotton, and the occasional patch of pink

wildflowers lent colour to the otherwise brown grassland. The ride marked the first time in my

life I have ever altered the course of a motor vehicle to avoid a spider. As black as the road, the

spider initially appeared to be a lump of asphalt or a shoe belonging to a small child. I narrowly

avoided it and watched in my mirror as Trevor approached. When he suddenly noticed the

tarantula out of the corner of his eye, his foot shot up like he needed to scratch his ear with it

and he veered to avoid the beast. The tarantula never moved.October 25
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Lowflyer, “An enjoyable entertaining read. Author captures the absurdity that often

accompanies motorcycle travel south of the border. Great sense of humor (at least to me who

sees life as a laughable perturbation of the cosmos). Funny, well written (in spite of the author's

insistence that it isn't). He captures the fascination and irresistable draw of motorcycle

adventure. (Me: 11,000 miles around the western US at age 19 with no knowledge of my '56

hardtail Harley except that I just wanted to ride to faraway places. Last year: 6000 miles from

Texas to the Guatemala border, DR650 at age 71. You just never get it out of your system.)

Jeremy Kroeker has clearly been there and done that and delightfully described it for his

readers, and well enough that you don't have to be a biker dude to enjoy this book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “In the end I enjoyed it a lot - hence the 5 stars. At first I was just reading it

for the details of his trip and ideas for perhaps an odyssey of my own, but by the time I'd

finished I'd come to appreciate his writing style more. Also, his personality grew on me; there

was a certain amount of humility and self-awareness which I was able to appreciate after a

while, though at first he seemed a bit oblivious to the privations of the locals compared to his

own taken-for-granted wealth. Maybe that's my Aussie bias though, and for all I know this was

his device for positioning the reader's expectations where the last few chapters came as a

quite pleasant fulfilment of the journey - the reader's journey that is. (I'm imagining the writer

reviewing my review, which is why I didn't say "denouement".)In the end I enjoyed it a lot -

hence the 5 stars. Thank you Jeremy.One of my favourite parts btw was the bit about the

hummingbirds.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/xYjlx/Motorcycle-Therapy-A-Canadian-Adventure-in-Central-America


Carlos BK Solis, “Therapy Indeed. I read this book while recovering from surgery and as a

therapy to focus me on riding again. Jeremy creates a very good narrative that focuses on why

we ride, who we ride with and the paths that riding take us through.The book contains

accounts of the evolution of his friendship with his partner, along with well centered

descriptions of the people he meets and the places he goes through. I have often felt that

motorcycle and other travel journalists do an awful job by describing the cultures they come

across and at painting the people from a self centered perspective. Jeremy escapes all this

and brings people and places into his writing with a flavor that feels true, authentic and

exciting.”

Ghostrider, “I Like the Story. I love this kind of book. I've ready many of them. To me, Ghost

Rider by Neal Pert is far and away the best of the breed, but Jeremy has a good story to tell

and tells it pretty well. I have a buddy in Canada who had a similar adventure, with a similar

riding partner, but he didn't put up with the "stuff" as long and made most of his adventure

alone.  This is a pretty good read, though, and will keep you entertained.”

Long Time Programmer, “Well Written. In the end, I liked this book much more than I thought I

would after reading the first pages. He starts out seemingly proud of being inept and

unprepared. As the book goes along, you find out he actually did do his homework. The title of

the book does not make sense until the last few pages. In the end, I hope he finds whatever it

is that he's looking for.”

Randall Farnes, “A great piece of work from a young aspiring author.. I met Jeremy Kroeker at

the Horizons Unlimited meet-up in Cambria, CA, October 2012, where I bought this book. I

think he did a wonderful job telling a very personal story. I happen to be riding along the same

path he took in to Central America so even used his recommendations on hotels and cafe's as

I made my way south.  I can't wait to see what he turns out next.”

Hud955i, “Great quick read. This is a short book, just 116 pages long, written in the form of a

diary. It's a great and funny read and is extremely well written.If you are looking for an epic

tale, a grand journey, a deep and meaningful quest to discover the inner self, then forget it.

This is the story of two young Canadian guys who decide to shake off the blues (girl problems

mostly) by getting on a couple of motorcycles (Kawasaki KLR650s) and riding somewhere.

Central America happens to be exotically unlike Canada and handily nearby. As for a plan or

an ultimate destination, well they'll think about that later.They rapidly find that they have

between them a variety of bad habits and incompetencies, and develop an ability to get on

each other's nerves. It is all told by Jeremy Kroeker in a lively and funny manner, typically

Canadian and self-deprecating.The writing is lean, sharp, intelligent and stylish, and there is a

welcome lack of any kind of self-indulgence or pomposity. Kroeker is all out-there; you warm to

him quickly, and are with him all the way. He's the uncomplicated, friendly, smiling biker

throughout.The journey flashes past at quite a pace in a series of encounters with locals,

trucks and truckers, missionaries, wealthy Mexicans, border posts, cops, fellow travellers and

of course roads. There are side trips into the jungle and up not-very-extinct volcanoes. It is all a

very enjoyable romp.The diary form - lots of fairly short day-by-day entries - doesn't really allow

the book to develop much, but that is no loss in this case. What you do get is a kaleidoscope

of funny, slightly hair-raising and entertaining episodes with a few poignant moments thrown in

for good measure. And yet, in a pleasant sort of way, it all adds up to more than the sum of its

parts. Gradually, you get the sense, too, that there is rather more to Kroeker (the man behind



the mask) than he is letting you see. It's a chaotic adventure that ends, as all good adventures

should, with a palpable feeling that the world has deepened somehow. And underneath the

continued joviality there is also a sense of loss when the time comes to go home.Well worth

the money!”

Povilas, “Mostly it's funny, but there are some thoughts in it as well. I really enjoyed it and

finished in one day. It's only 162 pages. His humour is great! After finishing I immediately

bought his next book.”

TH Hampshire, “Motorcycle adventure book. I enjoy reading motorcycle adventure books and

this one was a good read. Thoroughly enjoyed from start to finish. Certainly would recommend

to all motorcyclists.”

Mr. Rc Newsome, “Eventual travels in Africa. I was sceptical when I got this free book in my

Kindle. but my surprise I am fining it very interesting reading.I would recommend it to anyone!”

I A R Duncan, “Great little book. Great little book and amazing service provided. I was

surprised by just how promptly it arrived”

The book by Jeremy Kroeker has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 99 people have provided feedback.
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